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Sharing Learning/Displays Policy
Introduction
At John Perry Primary, we work towards providing a lively, stimulating, exciting environment in
which our children can learn effectively. To this end, all staff regard the learning environment to be
of vital importance. Sharing children’s learning - be it in the form of displays, learning walls, work in
books or assemblies- in and around the school building has many roles. It can be particularly helpful
for the visual learners in our school and should enhance the quality of our learning environment.
Sharing and displaying children’s work celebrates and acknowledges their achievements. It is a good
way of showing the children that we value them and their work highly and that is important to take
pride in what they do.
Aims of the policy





To provide a framework for a whole school approach to sharing learning
To ensure that all members of staff are aware of the importance of sharing learning and
careful presentation of children’s work
To give each child a sense of pride and achievement when they see their work displayed or
shared
To ensure that school displays are of similar high quality and represent a wide range of
curriculum and wider curriculum areas (e.g. visitors to our school, after-school clubs or
educational visits)

The purpose of sharing children’s learning








To celebrate the learning of pupils, arouse curiosity and extend learning
To create a visually stimulating, welcoming and inclusive learning environment
To visually convey the ethos of our school – to children, parents/carers and visitors
To reflect the cultural diversity of our children and local community
To demonstrate that we are an inclusive school where protected characteristics are
celebrated
To model the quality and standard of work we expect
To provide pupils with a clear model, with useful resources, to support their independent
learning

General guidelines to ensure consistency across the school











Ensure that the variety and balance of the curriculum is well reflected in the learning
environment
Working Walls (the minimum expectation is for English and Maths, although teachers might
decide to use them for other subjects as well) must reflect the current units of work to
support learning
Displays in classrooms are to be changed termly to reflect the teaching, learning, abilities
and aspirations of the class as well as the expectations of the teacher
Displays in communal areas (corridors, halls, dining hall) are to be changed regularly (at least
twice a year). A list of these and who is responsible for them can be found as part of this
policy (see Appendix 4)
Work displayed in communal areas should include the class’s name or year group
Displays show a balance of pupils work and teacher prompts
Resources, such as key words, must be displayed to aid explanation and the children’s
learning
All displays must have a title and explanatory labels









Questions should be displayed to extend the children’s thinking. A mixture of interactive and
open-ended questions should be aimed for.
Avoid stereo-typical images and promote equality and protected characteristics
Good quality displays require planning, including careful choice of colours for both backing
paper and borders
Children’s work should be at least single-mounted with an equally sized border all the way
around except where it would detract from the work
There should be a balance of 2D and 3D work where possible. Surfaces near to display
boards could be used for this purpose
Examples of high quality children’s work should be displayed to model high expectations
All writing by adults must follow the handwriting policy. A copy of this document can be
found on the school website.

See Appendix 1 Classroom Environment Checklist for a comprehensive list of expectations.
The use of Working Walls for English and Maths
A working wall is an evolving display/resource that supports children with their current learning
in English and Maths. An effective working wall should engage children during lessons, allowing
them to seek support independently.
Working walls help children understand the structure of a unit of work, how it progresses and
how lessons in a subject are linked. They are a functional tool and may not necessarily look
beautiful.
A working wall is a flexible model, so it is down to the individual teacher to make it work in the
way they feel is most effective for their children. However, general guidelines can be found in
the Classroom Environment Checklist (see Appendix 1).
Resources
A range of backing papers, mounting papers and border rolls (including corrugated card) is
available for staff to use. Staff should inform the school office is stock of a particular item is
running low so that more can be ordered.
Health and Safety
Staff should ensure that:





Step ladders and kick-stools are used correctly in order to access displays that are out of
easy reach
Displays are safe, e.g. staples or pins do not stick out so that they could cause injury;
items are not likely to fall from displays; displays do not affect the safe function of lights
or alar systems
Display work on ‘washing lines’ do not obstruct walking across the room safely

Monitoring
The Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) together with the Strategic Management Team (SMT) are
responsible for monitoring the standards and effectiveness of sharing children’s learning around
the school as needed.
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John Perry Primary
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT CHECKLIST

Appendix 1

CLASS TEACHER: ____________________________

CLASS: ________

Area

COMMENTS

Outside the classroom



X



X

Are names and photographs of the class teacher(s) and support staff clearly
displayed on the outside of the classroom door?
Is the class name displayed on the outside of the door?
Is the daily attendance register displayed on the outside of the classroom door?
Are names and photographs of the class School Councillor and House
Captains/House Vice Captains clearly displayed on the outside of the classroom
door?
Health and Safety
Is the classroom free from obvious safety issues, for example, trip hazards such as
electrical leads or carpets?
Are escape routes unobstructed and clearly signposted?
Are fire evacuation procedures and maps clearly displayed and accessible for all
staff and pupils? (preferably close to the exit door)
Are the fire evacuation register and parental collection forms displayed close to the
classroom door or fire exit?
Are bags and coats safely and neatly stored inside or outside the classroom?
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Safeguarding



X



X

Is the Safeguarding poster prominently displayed?
Are vision panels clear and unobscured?

Behaviour
Are the Behaviour policy expectations clearly displayed?
Are rewards for pupils displayed?
Is there evidence that pupils show care and respect for the environment and any
materials and resources?
Is there a clearly labelled ‘Reflection’ area with a timer and age-appropriate prompts
for reflection?
Is the School Values compass clearly displayed?

Stay on green (traffic lights) and behaviour poster
House points, attendance and punctuality certificates, pen
licence etc
Desks and trays tidy, resources neatly on tables. Pupils are
encouraged to recycle. No litter on the floor.

Is the ‘Zones of Regulation’ poster displayed with interactive opportunities to add
pupil names?
Displays
Are displays attractive/informative/interactive and of a high quality and labelled
according to our agreed practice? (Science, Foundation subjects)
For example:
 Is key vocabulary displayed?
 Do displays make explicit links to the curriculum?
 Do displays reflect work across the curriculum?
 Are pupils’ work labelled?
 Where appropriate, do displays encourage pupil interaction?
 Is there a balance of pupil work and teacher prompts?
 Is there a context given to all work?
 Is there a wide range of 2D and 3D resources used, e.g. fabrics, books,
artefacts etc?
 Is there a place value chart with millions and up to 3 decimal places?
 Is there a clearly visible number line with positive and negative numbers?
Is there a display celebrating the country associated with the class and key
facts/information about the class’ country?
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Is there a display celebrating children’s cultural heritage/ethnicity/language/country
of origin?
Are the Self and Peer-assessment posters clearly displayed?
Are there EAL labels to promote inclusion?
Is there an Every Day Matters display?
Is there an engaging role play area? (EYFS only)

Reading Area / Corner
 Is the area welcoming and engaging (creative)?
 Is there a variety of well organised books?
 Is there higher order questioning to promote reading and comprehension
skills for example, inference and deduction skills?
 Are genres clearly labelled?
Are the Early Print Concepts displayed? (EYFS only)
Working walls (Maths and English)
 Do the WW reflect the current unit of work? (i.e. This week we are learning)
 Are there examples of children’s work linked to the current learning?
 Are there examples of teacher modelling?
 Are there examples of key vocabulary, mind maps, diagrams etc?
 Are there opportunities for children to interact with the learning, for
example, interactive questions, washing line, Velcro sequencing activities,
problem of the week, Post-It notes etc?
Is there a phonics display including current focus phonemes/HFW? (EYFS and KS1
only)
Are the Early Learning Goals displayed? (EYFS only)
Classroom organisation



X

Are the chairs and desks of the correct height with space to move freely?
Are all shared areas tidy, well-organised and accessible?
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Is the classroom clean, tidy and welcoming?
Are the windowsills clean and free of clutter?
Are resources suitable, well-organised, accessible and clearly labelled?

Subject areas, resource trays, trays labelled

Does the classroom layout allow for free movement?

Thought has gone into the arrangement of desks/groups.
Children don’t struggle to fit on the carpet space which slows
down transitions

Teacher’s area



X

Is the teacher’s desk neat and tidy and free of clutter?
Is the teacher’s notice board organised with clear Timetables and Rotas including:
 A class timetable?
 Grouping lists where appropriate?
 A visual timetable?
 A list of children attending after school clubs?
 A list with medical information of children?
 The Buddy Class list?
Medical folder in a secure but accessible location
SEND folder in a secure but accessible location
Any other relevant information and resources organised into clear, neat areas, no
mess or clutter.
Strengths:

Areas to develop

Review date
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Monitored by: __________________________________________

Date __________
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John Perry Primary
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT CHECKLIST

Appendix 2

CLASS TEACHER: ____________________________

CLASS: ________

Area

COMMENTS

Outside the classroom



X



X

Are names and photographs of the class teacher(s) and support staff clearly
displayed on the outside of the classroom door?
Is the class name displayed on the outside of the door?
Is the daily attendance register displayed on the outside of the classroom door?
Are names and photographs of the class School Councillor and House
Captains/House Vice Captains clearly displayed on the outside of the classroom
door?
Health and Safety
Is the classroom free from obvious safety issues, for example, trip hazards such as
electrical leads or carpets?
Are escape routes unobstructed and clearly signposted?
Are fire evacuation procedures and maps clearly displayed and accessible for all
staff and pupils? (preferably close to the exit door)
Are the fire evacuation register and parental collection forms displayed close to the
classroom door or fire exit?
Are bags and coats safely and neatly stored inside or outside the classroom?
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COVID-SECURE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT:



X

Are health and safety posters (Catch it, Bin it, Kill it and social distancing) on
display?
Is there hand soap/sanitiser/tissues by the sink area or safely secured where
appropriate
Is there a lidded bin in the classroom?
Is there and an adequate supply of PPE available in the classroom (gloves, aprons,
masks, visors)?
Ventilation - Are windows and doors kept open where appropriate?
Are water bottles stored in crates and neatly labelled?
Are children’s resources neatly stored in learning packs (zipped wallets)?
Are children’s desks facing the front (KS2 only)?
Safeguarding



X



X

Is the Safeguarding poster prominently displayed?
Are vision panels clear and unobscured?

Behaviour
Are the Behaviour policy expectations clearly displayed?
Are rewards for pupils displayed?
Is there evidence that pupils show care and respect for the environment and any
materials and resources?

Stay on green (traffic lights) and behaviour poster
House points, attendance and punctuality certificates, pen
licence etc
Desks and trays tidy, resources neatly on tables. Pupils are
encouraged to recycle. No litter on the floor.
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Is there a clearly labelled ‘Reflection’ area with a timer and age-appropriate prompts
for reflection?
Is the School Values compass clearly displayed?
Is the ‘Zones of Regulation’ poster displayed with interactive opportunities to add
pupil names?
Displays
Are displays attractive/informative/interactive and of a high quality and labelled
according to our agreed practice? (Science, Foundation subjects)
For example:
 Is key vocabulary displayed?
 Do displays make explicit links to the curriculum?
 Do displays reflect work across the curriculum?
 Are pupils’ work labelled?
 Where appropriate, do displays encourage pupil interaction?
 Is there a balance of pupil work and teacher prompts?
 Is there a context given to all work?
 Is there a wide range of 2D and 3D resources used, e.g. fabrics, books,
artefacts etc?
 Is there a place value chart with millions and up to 3 decimal places?
 Is there a clearly visible number line with positive and negative numbers?
Is there a display celebrating the country associated with the class and key
facts/information about the class’ country?
Is there a display celebrating children’s cultural heritage/ethnicity/language/country
of origin?
Are the Self and Peer-assessment posters clearly displayed?
Are there EAL labels to promote inclusion?
Is there an Every Day Matters display?
Is there an engaging role play area? (EYFS only)

Reading Area / Corner
 Is the area welcoming and engaging (creative)?
 Is there a variety of well organised books?
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Is there higher order questioning to promote reading and comprehension
skills for example, inference and deduction skills?
Are genres clearly labelled?

Are the Early Print Concepts displayed? (EYFS only)
Working walls (Maths and English)
 Do the WW reflect the current unit of work? (i.e. This week we are learning)
 Are there examples of children’s work linked to the current learning?
 Are there examples of teacher modelling?
 Are there examples of key vocabulary, mind maps, diagrams etc?
 Are there opportunities for children to interact with the learning, for
example, interactive questions, washing line, Velcro sequencing activities,
problem of the week, Post-It notes etc?
Is there a phonics display including current focus phonemes/HFW? (EYFS and KS1
only)
Are the Early Learning Goals displayed? (EYFS only)
Classroom organisation



X

Are the chairs and desks of the correct height with space to move freely?
Are all shared areas tidy, well-organised and accessible?
Is the classroom clean, tidy and welcoming?
Are the windowsills clean and free of clutter?
Are resources suitable, well-organised, accessible and clearly labelled?

Subject areas, resource trays, trays labelled

Does the classroom layout allow for free movement?

Thought has gone into the arrangement of desks/groups.
Children don’t struggle to fit on the carpet space which slows
down transitions

Teacher’s area



X

Is the teacher’s desk neat and tidy and free of clutter?
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Is the teacher’s notice board organised with clear Timetables and Rotas including:
 A class timetable?
 Grouping lists where appropriate?
 A visual timetable?
 A list of children attending after school clubs?
 A list with medical information of children?
 The Buddy Class list?
Medical folder in a secure but accessible location
SEND folder in a secure but accessible location
Any other relevant information and resources organised into clear, neat areas, no
mess or clutter.
Strengths:

Areas to develop

Monitored by: __________________________________________

Review date

Date __________
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John Perry Primary
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT CHECKLIST - ARP

Appendix 3

CLASS TEACHER: ____________________________

CLASS: ________

Area

COMMENTS

Outside the classroom



X



X

Are names and photographs of the class teacher(s) and support staff clearly
displayed on the outside of the classroom door?
Is the class name displayed on the outside of the door?
Is the daily attendance register displayed on the outside of the classroom door?
Health and Safety

Is the classroom free from obvious safety issues, for example, trip hazards such as
electrical leads or carpets?
Are escape routes unobstructed and clearly signposted?
Are fire evacuation procedures and maps clearly displayed and accessible for all
staff and pupils? (preferably close to the exit door)
Is the fire evacuation register displayed close to the classroom door or fire exit?
Are bags and coats safely and neatly stored inside or outside the classroom?
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COVID-SECURE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT:



X

Are health and safety posters (Catch it, Bin it, Kill it and social distancing) on
display?
Is there hand soap/sanitiser/tissues by the sink area or safely secured where
appropriate
Is there a lidded bin in the classroom?
Is there and an adequate supply of PPE available in the classroom (gloves, aprons,
masks, visors)?
Ventilation - Are windows and doors kept open where appropriate?
Are water bottles stored in crates and neatly labelled?
Are children’s resources neatly stored in learning packs (zipped wallets)?
Safeguarding



X



X

Is the Safeguarding poster prominently displayed?
Are vision panels clear and unobscured?

Language Learning opportunities
Is the classroom organised to emphasise open space?
Learning areas are clearly defined throughout the classroom?
Learning areas are clearly equipped with pictures/symbols/objects of reference
throughout the classroom?
Space for privacy/quiet room areas where children can retreat to have quiet time?
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The majority of learning resources materials are labelled with pictures/symbols?
Displays
Are displays attractive/informative/interactive and of a high quality and labelled
according to our agreed practice?
Is there a display celebrating children’s cultural heritage/ethnicity/language/country
of origin?
Is the School Values compass clearly displayed?
Is there an Every Day Matters display?
Classroom organisation



X

Are the chairs and desks of the correct height with space to move freely?
Are all shared areas tidy, well-organised and accessible?
Are the classroom, shared area and outside area clean, tidy and welcoming?
Are the windowsills clean and free of clutter?
Are resources suitable, well-organised, accessible and clearly labelled?
Does the classroom layout allow for free movement?
Teacher’s area



X

Is the teacher’s desk neat and tidy and free of clutter?
Is the teacher’s notice board organised with clear Timetables and Rotas including:
 A class timetable?
 LSAs rota?
 Bus rota?
 Intimate care rota?
 Swimming rota?
 Term-planning?
 Curriculum map?
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Medical folder in a secure but accessible location

SEND folder in a secure but accessible location
Any other relevant information and resources organised into clear, neat areas, no
mess or clutter.
Strengths:

Areas to develop

Monitored by: __________________________________________

Review date

Date __________
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APPENDIX 4
Corridor display boards – list of responsibilities
THE CUBE


GROUND FLOOR

As you enter on the left: Humanities showcase (Humanities Lead)
Between 2R and 2W: 2R (2R teacher)
Between cleaning cupboard and boys toilet: 2W (2W teacher)
Between 2C and 6G: 2C (2C teacher)
Between lift and reprographics room: 6G (6G teacher)
Lower landing: RE (RE Lead)


TOP FLOOR

Upper landing: Maths showcase (Maths Lead)
Between 6I and 6P: 6I (6I teacher)
Between 6P and AHT’s office: 6P (6P teacher)
Between SBM’s office and 5U: 5U (5U teacher)
Between 5U and 5T: 5T (5T teacher)
Between lift and laptop cupboard: Year 5

OUTSIDE DINING HALL
Long board: Science (Science Lead)
Short board: Science (Science Lead)

INFANTS HALL
Small board on the left: British Values (SLT)
Large board on the left (divided in two): EYFS/KS1 PE/Swimming (PE Lead, swimming instructor and
EYFS/KS1 teachers)
Large board at the back of the hall: Clubs and extra-curricular activities (teachers)
Small board at the back of the hall: Attendance (Attendance Officer)

EYFS/KS1 CORRIDOR (starting from Year 1 area)
Back of the corridor: Maths and phonics interventions (Year 1 LSAs led by Phonics Lead and KS1
Maths Lead)
Next to 1A (left): 1A (1A teacher)
Next to 1A (right): 1S (1S teacher)
Next to 1B (left): 1B (1B teacher)
Between 1B and RD: RD (RD teacher)
Between RD and RZ: RZ (RZ teacher)
Between RZ and RN: RN (RN teacher)
Next to the Rainbow Room: Rainbow Room (Rainbow Room staff)

CENTRAL CORRIDOR
Long board next to the office: Curriculum (Curriculum Lead)
Small board next to office: Nursery (Nursery teacher)
Opposite DHT’s office: Health and Wellbeing (DHT)
Small board next to staff room: School Values (SLT)
Next to HT’s office: Safeguarding/E-Safety (Safeguarding Team)
Opposite reprographics room: School Leaders – School Council., House Captains and Vice-Captains,
play-leaders, etc (HT)


By the ramp:

Next to AHT’s office: English showcase (Reading and/or Writing Lead)
Big board next to window: ARP (ARP teachers)
Small board next to window: ARP (ARP teachers)

LIBRARY AREA
Next to entrance: Reading – authors and books (Reading Lead)
In library area: 3D display (LSAs led by Reading Lead)
Long board next to the hall: PSHE (PSHE Lead)
Small board next to long board: Educational visits and visitors (SLT and teachers)

JUNIORS HALL
Board by PE cupboard on back wall: KS2 PE (PE Lead and KS2 teachers)

Board by fire exit: Attendance (School Attendance Officer)

KS2 CORRIDOR
Next to 5L (could be divided in two halves): (5L Teacher and Cultural Lead)
Outside Isolation Room: Art/DT showcase (Art/DT Lead)
Outside boys toilets: Music showcase (Music Lead)
Lower landing to 4J/4K
Left board: Year 4 (Year 4 teachers)
Right board: Year 4 (Year 4 teachers)
Between 4V and 3H (3 boards, from 4V)
Board one: 4V (4V teacher)
Board two (middle): Foreign Languages (FL Lead)
Board three (next to 3H): Speech and Language/EAL (Inclusion Lead, S&L LSAs)
Next to 3H (left): 3H (3H teacher)
Outside girls toilets: Computing showcase (Computing Lead)
Lower landing to 3M/3F
Left board: Year 3 (Year 3 teachers)
Right board: Year 3 (Year 3 teachers)

KS2 TOP FLOOR:
Next to 4J: 4J (4J teacher)
Next to 4K: 4K (4K teacher)
Next to 3F: 3F (3F teacher)
Next to 3M: 3M (3M teacher)

DINING HALL:
Next to fire exit by the hatch: Healthy eating/Dining Hall expectations – DHT
Next to fire exit: Midday assistants (MDAs supervisor)
Next to fridge: Golden Table (School Office Manager)

